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At this festive Christmas-tide
When hearts and limbs are opened wide …
Rejoice aloud that you’re receiving:
This specially-written poem from Great Heaving.

Farewell, farewell two-thousand-and-eighteen
As mixed a year as we have seen (recently).
Alas poor Drexit - left so late -
(Still, Brenda Oats has lost some weight).
Reflections too on my own sad fate
When the light has gone and the night is late
And, taking care to properly floss,
I notice Mr Threadbone’s loss
And mourn his “stiffeners” - raised by dint
Of sexychoc from Hornimint.
 
Such trials, such hopes, such tears, such plans
- Our beautifully logo-ed Threadbone vans -
Delivering things you take as read
(Including brand new Threadispread).

Friends: hold no gripes or groundless fears
The Businesswoman of many years [Dorset only [ed]]

Will inspire you with this special message
Fuelled by gin and cocktail sausage. [assonance? [ed]]

[Doesn’t really work does it? [Ed]

[check scanning [ed]]



And so, when all is calm and quiet
And you’ve consumed your Thrupiece diet™

Relax like me - be you short or tall -
Content at home (but not in Threadbone Hall) obviously
And then in your own almost-equivalent way
You’ll be very glad to say
“I’ve crack my nuts with Enriqué”. [check scanning [ed]]

And so I wish you one and all
(That even goes for Zoe Ball)
A merry happy Christ’s Birthday
With lots of love
                   Amanda J.

PS
I pray you’re blessed with lasting true peace,
But not like that currently “enjoyed” by the “lost
declared missing” Professor Thrupiece.

The boys (Bless them!)

[Six feet under ? [ed]]
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